Submit a Policy Issue

At the 2018 NDMA Annual Meeting, the House of Delegates voted to temporarily suspend the House of Delegates and replace it with a more open format through a Policy Forum.

The new format allows all NDMA members to participate in the discussion process. It is designed to allow broad member input, feedback and ideas on critical health policy issues facing North Dakota physicians and care provided to their patients.

This is your opportunity to bring issues to the attention of the NDMA so that further discussion can take place at the NDMA 2022 Annual Meeting during the Policy Forum discussion.

Issues that are being submitted for consideration at the NDMA Policy Forum should be submitted by Friday, September 16th, 2022 to the NDMA office by 5:00 pm C.T.

Submitter’s Name: ____________________________________________

Email: ___________________________ Phone: (    ) ________________________________

Medical district or specialty society submitting on behalf of (if applicable):
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

State the main subject of the issue/problem you would like the NDMA to consider:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Summarize any relevant data, facts or other information that further explains the issue:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What would the submitter like NDMA to do (be as specific as possible, e.g. take a policy position that says X; support legislation that would accomplish X)

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Who will speak to this issue at the NDMA Annual Meeting Policy Forum? If no one is able to speak to the issue at the forum it may not be considered at that time.

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________ Phone: (    ) ________________________________

Please include any supplemental info/resources as needed. Email this form and any supplemental materials to NDMA: staff@ndmed.com or postal mail to: ND Medical Association; 1622 E. Interstate Ave., Bismarck, ND 58503.

For more information contact NDMA at 701-223-9475.

Thank you.